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Book Introduction
The purpose of this book is to provide resource material for those persons
interested in offering the Cooperative Fitness Challenge or for those who
are registered members and wish to have the resources in book form.
Included are detailed descriptions of all 6 of the fitness challenges,
resources to manage the Challenge including score sheets and other
materials and resources that will help teachers effectively implement the
Cooperative Fitness Challenge.
This book will not be updated so we recommend that you use the Web
site, which will be updated with new content on a regular basis.
http://www.pecentral.org/fc
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What is the Cooperative Fitness Challenge
The Cooperative Fitness Challenge is an electrifying program that requires
children to partake in innovative fitness challenges that are not only fun,
but also build teamwork and cooperation skills. Most of the challenges
require children to work together with others. The overall purpose is to
engage children in fitness challenge that is fun while enhancing their
teamwork and cooperation skills.
The Challenge is composed of a series of six fitness challenges that focus
primarily on a child’s cardiovascular endurance and muscular strength.
Four of the challenges involve kids working with partners, while the other
two are individual challenges. The exciting aspect of the Challenge is that
all of the tasks are set up to reduce the feeling of isolation and
apprehension so often associated with fitness tests and challenges. We
created this environment by forming challenges that combine fun motor
skills (e.g., throwing and catching), fun equipment (4 of the challenges
require balls to be manipulated) and the most important aspect is that a
majority of the challenges can only be completed by working successfully
with a partner.
Awards
Bronze, silver and gold awards are provided for children who complete a
majority of the six fitness challenges. Participation certificates are
available for all kids. The cost for teachers or other caretakers of children
to sign up is $25.00. All instructional materials will be available for free on
the Cooperative Fitness Challenge Web site.
Suggested Grade Levels:
We recommend that you can offer the challenge to children in 3rd grade
through 8th grade. We used 4th and 5th graders to test so those are the
grades we know work best for the challenge. You are welcome to make
the tasks harder or easier by adjusting distances, equipment or time. On
each of the challenge descriptions we provide suggestions for making the
challenges harder or easier. Feel free to come up with your own
adjustments.
See web site: http://www.pecentral.org/fc
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How it Works: Registration and Participation:
Teachers come to the PE Central Fitness Challenge Web site to register in
September. The cost to register is $25.00 per teacher. Teachers must
renew each year to participate. The 25.00 cost reserves the teacher 15
free award pins. Registration is complete when all of the award pins made
available are reserved.
Registration Web Address:
http://www.pecentral.org/fc/Registration/RegistrationForm.asp
After a teacher becomes a registered member, they can start
administering the fitness challenge tasks at any time. Teachers have until
the beginning of May of the following year to administer and test the kids.
There are 6 Cooperative Fitness Challenge tasks. Children that successfully
complete 4 of 6 tasks earn a bronze fitness challenge pin. If a child
completes 5 of 6 of the tasks, that child earns a silver fitness challenge pin.
If a child completes 6 of 6 fitness tasks then he/she earns a gold fitness
challenge pin. All of the information you will need to administer the Fitness
Challenge is on the Fitness Challenge Web site (www.pecentral.org/fc).
There is a score sheet, downloadable participation certificates, and
detailed descriptions of the set up of each challenge along with videos
and pictures of the Fitness Challenge in action. PE Central does not mail
any type of book, award pins or other materials to a registered member.
The only things we mail are the reward pins at the end of the Fitness
Challenge.
In May of the following year teachers return to the Fitness Challenge site
to report to us how many pins their children earned. If a teacher reports
the children earned 15 pins or less then they do not pay anything more. If
they report 16 pins or more the cost per additional pin over 15 is $1.00
each. Members have until May1 to come to the Cooperative Fitness
Challenge Web site to report the number of total pins they need.
PE Central will mail the pins with 48-72 hours of receiving the teacher’s
order of pins. They are mailed via USPS priority mail so expect at least a
week – 10 days to get your award pins.
Registered members are contacted via email to see if they would like to
renew their registration for the following year. If teachers fail to register or
6
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choose not to by the announced date then they lose their membership
spot and that opens up a spot for others to register the following year.
Membership Benefits vs. Free Participation
Member Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Guaranteed award pins availability
Log in UN and PW so you can change your personal information at
any time
Free shipping on all pin orders (non members pay shipping)
Frequent email communication from Mark Manross, Executive
Director, updating you on dates things need to be completed, etc.
Cost for additional pins are only $1.00 each (non members pay
$1.35 per pin)

Participating for free (non members):
•
•
•
•

Award pins are not guaranteed to be available
Cost for additional pins are $1.35 each (members pay only $1.00 per
pin)
No communication emails to keep them up to date
Participation certificates are available to download and award kids

Award Pins:

Gold

Silver

Bronze
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The Cooperative Fitness Challenge Tasks Explained
Challenge 1: Partner Jumping Jacks
Fitness component: Cardiovascular endurance
Full description:
This is a partner challenge. Partners must perform 70 jumping jacks in unison
(while counting) in 60 seconds. Students must count out loud as they complete
this task. They can face each other, stand behind each other or stand side by
side. They can be as far apart as they want from each other. The kids must be in
unison throughout the challenge or they must start over. They must touch their
own fingertips at the top of each jumping jack. If they don’t complete 70
jumping jacks using the proper form, they must start again.
Quick description:
Partner Challenge: Partners must complete 70 matching jumping jacks in 60
seconds. Must touch hands at top and count together.
Diagram:

Bullet point description:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 children
Children must perform 70 jumping jacks in 60 seconds
Jumping jacks must be in unison
Both children must count out loud
Children must touch their own fingertips at top of jumping jack
If they get out of unison, not touch their fingertips, or not complete 70 in 60
seconds they must start over

What constitutes starting the challenge over:
•
•
•

Children must be in unison during the challenge.
Children must touch their own fingertips on each jumping jack.
Children must complete 70 jumping jacks in 60 seconds.
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Variations:
Making the challenge more difficult:
•
•
•

Decrease the number of seconds
Increase the number of jumping jacks to complete
Have children stand side by side as opposed to facing each other

Making the challenge easier:
•
•

Increase the number of seconds
Decrease the number of jumping jacks to complete

Teaching Cues
•
•
•

Touch fingers at the top
Stay on toes
Pace yourself: Don’t go to fast at start

Adapting for children with disabilities:
We strongly encourage you to adapt any of the challenge tasks to meet the
needs of any of the kids participating in the Fitness Challenge, including any kids
with disabilities.
Equipment Needed:
•
•

Timing device
Cones or other markers to mark how far apart kids should be from each
other (optional)
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Pictures of Partner Jumping Jacks Fitness Challenge
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Challenge 2: Partner Sit Up Throw and Catch
Fitness component: Muscular strength (abdominals)
Full description:
This is a partner challenge. Two children face each other with their feet at least 3
feet apart. Have each child get in a proper sit-up position (feet flat on the floor,
legs slightly bent, back on floor and arms folded across chest). Give one child an
object to throw and catch (e.g., yarn ball, bean bag, gator skin ball, basketball,
or have them choose). On the start signal the children do a sit up together. At
the top of the sit up they must complete the throw and catch and then continue
doing this for 25 throws and catches. They must complete this task in 60 seconds.
They must start over if they go over the time limit, or if ball hits floor or if their feet
come off the floor or the scorer (e.g., teacher) deems the children not to be
completing proper sit ups.
Quick description:
Partner Challenge: Partners must complete 25 sit-ups while throwing & catching
a ball 25 times without missing. Must complete in 60 seconds.
Diagram:

Bullet point description:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 children 3 feet apart facing each other
Must complete 25 throws in 60 seconds
Both children must be in a proper sit up position (feet flat on ground, knees
slightly bent, arms folder across chest)
Ball is thrown and caught while children are both at the top of the sit up
Children can choose any ball to throw and catch
Children start over if they miss a catch, don’t complete in allotted time,
perform poor sit-ups and they need to count out loud.
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What constitutes starting the challenge over:
•
•
•
•

Children missing a catch.
Children not doing a proper sit up with knees slightly flexed, feet flat on
floor, not folding arms).
Children not completing 25 catches in 60 seconds.
Children not counting out loud

Variations:
Making the challenge more difficult:
•
•
•

Decrease the number of seconds
Increase the number of sit ups and throws to complete
Move children farther apart (e.g., feet greater than 3 feet apart)

Making the challenge easier:
•
•
•

Increase the number of seconds
Decrease the number of sit ups and throws to complete
Move children closer together

Teaching Cues
•
•
•

Feet glued to floor
Arms crossed across chest
Soft throws to partner so they can catch it

Adapting for children with disabilities:
We strongly encourage you to adapt any of the challenge tasks to meet the
needs of any of the kids participating in the Fitness Challenge, including any kids
with disabilities.
Equipment Needed:
•
•

Mats
Choices of objects to throw and catch. Suggestions: 4-6 inch gator skin
ball, yarn ball, whiffle ball, Nerf football, rubber chicken, bean bag
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Pictures of Partner Sit Up Throw and Catch
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Challenge 3. Crab Walk Beanbag Pick Up
Fitness component: Muscular strength (arms, abdominals)
Full description/Set Up:
This is an individual challenge. You will need 2 cones of any height of your choice
and 2 beanbags. Place the cones25 feet apart directly across from each other.
Place the 2 beanbags behind the cone opposite from where the child will start
the challenge. The non-beanbag cone will serve as the starting place the child.
The child’s feet must be behind the starting cone to start. On the start signal, the
child crab walks towards the cone with beanbag. When they are arrive at the
second cone they must place the beanbag on their stomach, go around cone
and race back to the other cone. After placing the beanbag behind the cone
they go around the cone and then head back and pick up the other beanbag,
put it on stomach and race home to the cone. When they place the second
beanbag on top of the cone where the other cone is the challenge is over.
Child must complete this task in 50 seconds. If child’s bottom or a beanbag
touches the floor during the crab walk they must start the challenge over. If
beanbag starts to slide off of stomach student may put it back on stomach as
long as it does not hit the floor.
Quick description:
Individual Challenge: Crab walk around course twice with beanbag on
stomach. Must complete in 50 seconds. Cones 25 feet apart.
Diagram:

Bullet point description:
•
•
•
•

Must get 2 beanbags to and from cones set 25 feet apart while doing
crab walk
Must be completed in 50 seconds
Beanbag must stay on belly entire time
Child’s bottom can’t touch ground
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What constitutes starting the challenge over:
•
•
•

If child’s bottom or a beanbag touches the floor during the crab walk
they must start the challenge over.
Child not completing 2 trips in the allotted time.
Child not placing 2nd beanbag on top of cone. Needs to stay balanced.

Variations:
Making the challenge more difficult:
•
•
•
•

Decrease the number of seconds
Increase the length between cones
Instead of a straight line have them zigzag between the cones
Have them use a ball instead of a beanbag

Making the challenge easier:
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of seconds
Decrease the distance between the cones
Allow children to place the beanbag behind the cone instead of putting
it on top of cone
Have child use a ball to balance on stomach instead of a beanbag

Tips/Notes:
•
•
•

If beanbag starts to slide off of stomach student may put it back on
stomach as long as it does not hit the floor.
Stop clock when the second beanbag is balanced atop the cone.
Make sure the child starts completely behind the first cone at the start.

Teaching Cues
•
•
•

Keep core tight
Make decision about going forward or backward
Strong arms

Adapting for children with disabilities:
We strongly encourage you to adapt any of the challenge tasks to meet the
needs of any of the kids participating in the Fitness Challenge, including any kids
with disabilities.
Equipment Needed:
•
•
•

Beanbags (2)
Cones (2)
2-4 inch gator skin ball (if you decide to make the challenge harder)
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Pictures of Crab Walk Beanbag Pick Up
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Challenge 4: The Frogger
Fitness component: Cardiovascular endurance
Full description of challenge task:
This is an individual challenge. The child must complete 20 froggers (i.e., squat
thrusts without a full push up in it) in 50 seconds. Students will need to start over if
they do incomplete froggers (like not jumping up at the top of the frogger) or
they do not complete all 20 in the allotted time.
Quick description:
Individual Challenge: Individual must perform 20 squat thrusts in 50 seconds. Must
jump up at end and child can move.
Diagram:

Bullet point description:
•
•
•
•

Individual challenge
Complete 20 froggers in 50 seconds
Child can move forward. They do not have to stay in the same place.
If they do not jump up at end of each frogger then they need to start over

What constitutes starting the challenge over:
•
•
•

If child does not jump up at end of each frogger.
Child not completing all 20 froggers in 50 seconds.
Child not extending their legs out behind them completely.

Variations:
Making the challenge more difficult:
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of froggers (e.g., more than 20)
Decrease the time
Don’t allow kids to move by requiring them to stay on a spot or hands
behind a line
Have them do a push up when they are going down to the ground
before kicking legs out
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Making the challenge easier:
•
•
•

Increase the number of seconds
Decrease the number of froggers
Do not require them to jump up at the end

Tips/Notes:
•
•
•

Kids will want to move forward during the challenge. That is not a
problem.
Have the timer call out the time at intervals of 15 seconds.
Have the time count for the child.

Teaching Cues
•
•
•
•

Pace yourself. Do not go to fast at start
Jump up at end
Keep eyes up
Kick legs out behind you

Adapting for children with disabilities:
We strongly encourage you to adapt any of the challenge tasks to meet the
needs of any of the kids participating in the Fitness Challenge, including any kids
with disabilities.
Equipment Needed:
•

Timer
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Pictures of The Frogger Fitness Challenge
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Challenge 5: Partner Plank Taps
Fitness component: Muscular strength
Full description of challenge task:
This is a partner challenge. Two people in plank (e.g., beginning push up position
with hands on ground) face each other at least 15 feet apart. Using a ball (e.g.,
gator skin, foam, whiffle, etc.)the partners must tap (not catch and roll) the ball
back and forth without missing 30 times in a row (15 for each student). If either
partner does not tap the ball back successfully or if a partner touches the
ground with their knees or comes out of the plank position in any way they must
start over. Children must keep their bottom and back flat, and they can’t spread
their legs out. In other words, the children must stay in a high quality plank
position from the beginning to the end of this challenge. There is no time limit for
this one. Works best on a smooth surface.
Quick description:
Partner Challenge: From a distance of 15 feet 2 children tap a ball back and
forth 30 times (15 for each child). Children can move.
Diagram:

Bullet point description:
•
•
•
•

Partner challenge
30 (15 for each child) successful taps while in good push up position.
Children can move side to side to tap errant taps.
Mark area you wish to contain kids in if you wish with cones

What constitutes starting the challenge over:
•
•
•

Children must keep their bottom and back flat, and they can’t spread
their legs out
Children not completing all 30 taps (ball gets passed the receiver).
Children touching ground with any part of legs with legs or stomach.
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Variations:
Making the challenge more difficult:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the distance between partners.
Increase number of taps
Don’t allow kids to move side to side forcing them to make perfect taps
Have a target they must hit with each tap of the ball (e.g. poly spot).
Target must be something the ball can easily roll over
Have child do a full push up after each tap
Have child stand up and get back down to plank position after each tap

Making the challenge easier:
•
•

Decrease the number of taps
Decrease the length between children

Tips/Notes:
•
•
•

As they get tired the kids will want to put their legs in a V position. This is not
allowed. As soon as you see this they need to start over.
Make sure to have the kids keep their back and bottom flat. As they get
tired it will start to rise.
Tell kids to not tap to hard and follow through with their hand to their
partner.

Teaching Cues
•
•
•

Eyes up looking at partner
Soft taps if on a flat surface
Follow through to partner with fingers when tapping

Adapting for children with disabilities:
We strongly encourage you to adapt any of the challenge tasks to meet the
needs of any of the kids participating in the Fitness Challenge, including any kids
with disabilities.
Equipment Needed:
•
•

6-8 inch gator skin ball (or any other type of ball that rolls evenly)
Floor tape
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Pictures of the Partner Plank Tap Back and Forth Challenge
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Challenge 6: On the Move Throw and Catch
Fitness component: Cardiovascular endurance
Full description of challenge task:
This is a partner challenge. Have the two children face each other at least 15
feet apart. They must be standing behind a line of some sort. On the go signal
the children must make 25 successful throws and catches in 60 seconds while
moving back and forth between the lines. The children alternate places and
must throw and catch the ball behind the line. The ball choice is up to the child
and/or teacher. If the ball hits floor or the throw or catch is not made behind the
line the challenge is over. If the children do not complete the 25 throws in 60
seconds the challenge is over.
Quick description:
Partner Challenge: From a distance of 15 feet 2 children throw a ball back &
forth 25 times while alternating places. Catches and throws behind line.
Diagram:

Bullet point description:
•
•
•
•
•

Partner challenge
Children are 15 feet apart standing behind a line
Children throw and catch a ball 25 times. Throws and catches must be
behind the line
They must complete in 60 seconds
Children alternate and take each others place while throwing and
catching

What constitutes starting the challenge over:
•
•
•

Child drops ball (i.e., ball hits ground)
Child does not throw or catch from behind the line
Children do not complete 25 throws and catches in 60 seconds
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Variations:
Making the challenge more difficult:
•
•
•
•

Increase the distance between partners.
Increase number of throws and catches.
Complete challenge while both children are hopping or jumping
Mandate a tougher ball to throw and catch. Smaller balls can make this
challenge more difficult. Balls that cannot be squeezed, like gator skin
balls, are tougher to catch as well.

Making the challenge easier:
•
•

Decrease the number of successful throws and catches
Decrease the distance between children

Tips/Notes:
•
•
•

Keep an eye on the line as kids will have a tendency to not throw and
catch behind the line
The more accurate throw the easier it is to complete this task.
Have the kids choose the ball they want to use.

Teaching Cues
•
•
•
•
•

Make accurate throws to your partner
Throw and catch behind the line
Eyes on partner
Don’t go to fast
Throw underhand

Adapting for children with disabilities:
We strongly encourage you to adapt any of the challenge tasks to meet the
needs of any of the kids participating in the Fitness Challenge, including any kids
with disabilities.
Equipment Needed:
•
•

Floor tape or cone to mark distance
Choices of objects to throw and catch. Suggestions: 4-6 inch gator skin
ball, yarn ball, whiffle ball, nerf football, rubber chicken, beanbag
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Pictures of On the Move Throw and Catch Fitness Challenge
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Quick Descriptions of Each Challenge
Crab Walk Bean Bag Pick Up
Individual Challenge: Crab walk around course twice with beanbag on
stomach. Must complete in 50 seconds and last beanbag needs to stay on the
top of the cone. Cones 25 feet apart.
The Frogger
Individual Challenge: Individual must perform 20 squat thrusts (or burpees) in 50
seconds. Must jump up at end and child can move.
Partner Plank Taps
Partner Challenge: From a distance of 15 feet 2 children in a plank position (on
hands), tap a ball back and forth 30 times (15 for each child). Children can
move.
Partner Jumping Jacks
Partner Challenge: Partners must complete 70 matching jumping jacks in 60
seconds. Must touch hands at top and count out loud together.
Partner Sit Up Throw & Catch
Partner Challenge: Partners must complete 25 sit-ups while throwing & catching
a ball successfully 25 times without missing. Must complete in 60 seconds.
On the Move Throw & Catch
Partner Challenge: From a distance of 15 feet 2 children throw a ball back &
forth 25 times while alternating places. Catches and throws need to be behind
line. Must complete in 60 seconds.
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Additional Resources for Teachers
Videos of Each Challenge Link
We have included a video of each of the challenges and we have
created a promotional video teaser trailer video that you can use to show
principals, children, parents, etc. to get others excited about the Fitness
Challenge.
http://www.pecentral.org/fc/videos.html

Award Certificates Link
You can download and print certificates for your kids. Included are
participation (for those who don’t complete at least 4 of the 6 challenges)
along with gold, silver and bronze certificates.
http://www.pecentral.org/fc/certificate.html

Clipboard Descriptions of each Challenge Link
http://www.pecentral.org/fc/clipboard/CFCQuickDescriptions.pdf

Handout/Flier Link
http://www.pecentral.org/fc/fliers/CFC_flier9-17-13compressed.pdf

Tracking/Score Sheet Link
http://www.pecentral.org/fc/scoresheetindex.html
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Purchasing	
  Posters,	
  Equipment	
  Packs	
  and	
  Pins	
  
We have put together a section in our online store where you can
purchase a set of posters as well as a place for non-members to purchase
pins. Remember if you are a member you do not purchase pins here. We
will contact you when it is time to purchase the pins. To purchase posters
and non-member pins:
http://emerchant.aciwebs.com/remote_tocat.asp?m=115&c=159

To purchase equipment packs from S&S you can go to their web site.
Search for item #W10860 (basic pack) and search for item #10861 (deluxe
pack).

Basic Pack #W10860

Deluxe Pack #W10861
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Printable Tracking Sheet
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Program FAQ’s
Below are Frequently Asked Questions about the PE Central Cooperative
Fitness Challenge (CFC).
How do I go about registering for the program?
You will register at the PE Central Cooperative Fitness Challenge Web site.
PE Central created the program and therefore, you will deal with them
with all questions and registration. Please do not contact S&S as they are
the sponsor of the program.
Registration:
http://www.pecentral.org/fc
Who sponsors the program?
Our friends at S&S Worldwide sponsor this program. They are not
responsible for taking registrations or administering the program. Please
contact Mark Manross at PE Central with any questions. 540 – 953 – 1043 or
pec@pecentral.org.
How much does it cost to register?
$25.00 per teacher. This reserves a teacher / administrator 15 free award
pins. PE Central accepts PO, check and credit card payments for
registration. Teachers wishing to do the Challenge for free may do so but
they will have to pay $1.35 for each pin and pay for shipping of the pins.
Can I do the program for free?
Yes and you do not need to register. Just use the content on the PE
Central Cooperative Fitness Challenge web site and then you can
download the certificates as awards to your kids.
What do I get after I register?
After you register you use the web site for all of the tools you need to
successfully administer the Challenge. PE Central will not mail you a kit or
a book or anything. The only thing you will get in the mail from PE Central
are the pins that you request in May at the completion of the program.
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What grade levels is the Challenge designed for?
PE Central tested the challenge tasks with 4th and 5th grades but we
have provided modification suggestions for each challenge so you could
do them with grades 3-8 if you choose. Feel free to make changes to the
tasks so it best fits the needs of your children.
Is there a time period that the challenges must be completed in?
Registration for the Challenge usually happens anywhere from Sept-Nov.
at the PE Central Web site. You then have until April/May of the following
year to return to the Cooperative Fitness Challenge web site to let us
know how many pins your kids earned. We will mail the pins within 72 hours
of getting your order.
Can teachers/schools from countries outside of the USA register?
Yes, by all means. The cost is US $25.00 and needs to be paid with a credit
card, check or PO. PE Central has had teachers and schools from
Pakistan, Canada, United Arab Emirates, Bolivia, and Italy participate in
the past. For member, shipping is free. Shipping is not free for nonmembers.
What are the cost of the pins?
For registered member pins are $1.00 each after the first 15 pins that you
get with membership. Non-members can purchase pins for $1.35 each.
How will PE Central know how many gold, silver and bronze pins I will
actually need for my children?
For members you will tell us via our web site www.pecchallenge.org/fc.
For non-members you will send us an order form with a check and we will
mail within 72 hours.
What if I teach at more then one elementary school?
Each teacher registrant, not school, can register for the 15 pins available.
Therefore you will not be able to register twice if you are the same
teacher at two different schools.
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How many total pins can I reserve when I register for the Challenge?
15 pins.
Can the children I teach who are physically challenged participate in the
Cooperative Fitness Challenge?
Yes, by all means. You can take the challenges and modify them to meet
your and the child's needs and abilities. In the past we have had a
number of teachers who taught children with multi-handicaps and they
participated in the Challenge.
How do I contact the staff at the Cooperative Fitness Challenge?
The best way is to email us at fitnesschallenge@pecentral.org or call Mark
Manross at 540-953-1043.
What are some ways I can incorporate the Challenge into my program so
it doesn't take away from the time I need to teach the other aspects of my
curriculum?
There are a number of things you can do that allow you to incorporate
the Challenge into your program without it taking over all of your time. Use
the tasks as instant activities or administer the challenges before school, at
lunch, recess or after school. We think the classroom teacher would love
to offer these at recess, as they are easy to administer.
Do we accept memberships via email, postal mail, or fax?
Yes, just fax us your PO for $25.00 made out to PE Technologies. Fax: 540
301 0112
Who can verify that the children have passed the individual challenges?
The teacher/adult who signed their students up for the Challenge would
have the main responsibility for this. In addition, classroom teachers or
parent/student volunteers can do this too. We invite you to use our
Tracking Sheet to help with this. To save time some teachers tell the
children to get half of the task done and then come show the teacher the
final attempts. Feel free to make as many copies of this as you wish.
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